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QUESTION 1

You are the administrator of a SQL Server 2005 computer named SQL1. SQL1 runs three instances of SQL Server.
Your company\\'s disaster recovery plan includes having the ability to connect to the dedicated administrative
connection on each instance of SQL Server. While testing this ability, you discover that you can connect to the
dedicated administrative connection on SQL1s default instance. But you cannot connect to the dedicated administrative
connection on the two other instances on SQL1. You verify that the instances are running and that client applications
are able to access them. You also verify that the dedicated administrative connection is enabled for all instances. You
confirm that no other administrators are attempting to connect to any dedicated administrative connections on SQL1.
You need to ensure that you can connect to the dedicated administrative connection on all three instances. 

What should you do? 

A. Start the SQL Server Browser service. Configure the service to start automatically. 

B. Use the Sqlcmd.exe tool to make the dedicated administrative connection. 

C. Stop and restart the non-default instances of SQL Server. 

D. Reconfigure the default instance to use an administrative port number other than 1434. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

You are designing a data archival strategy for order data. The placements of data and partitions for the Sales.Orders
table at the end of July are shown in the following display. On which filegroup should you locate partition 2 of the
Sales.OrderArchive table? 

A. FG1 

B. FG2 

C. FG3 

D. FG4 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 3

You need to make recommendations for tracking usage on the acct1 database to fulfill the companys security
requirements. What should you recommend? 

A. Set up the Security Audit event category in SQL Trace to track the Audit Schema Object Access event class. 

B. Create DDL triggers on all sensitive tables. 

C. Set up the Security Audit event category in SQL Trace to track the Audit Database Object Management event class. 

D. Create DML triggers on all sensitive tables. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 4

You need to migrate the DeliveryVans, AirlinePreferences, and SeasonalContractors databases into the data center.
What should you do? 

A. Install a separate instance of SQL Server 2005 for each of the databases on a single server. 

B. Create a SQL Server database for each of the databases in a single instance of SQL Server 2005. 

C. Import the data from each of the databases into a single database in an instance of SQL Server 2005. 

D. Install a default instance of SQL Server 2005 on three separate servers. Use one server for each of the databases. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You are a database administrator for Company.com. A SQL Server 2005 computer named Company A has a database
named Inventory. Company A is responsible for aggregating manufacturing part numbers from your company\\'s trading
partners. The manufacturing part numbers are stored in the Product table in the Inventory database. Every night, data is
sent as text files from each trading partner to Company A. You need to import data and ensure that no duplicate
manufacturing part numbers exist in the data imported from the text files that are stored in the Inventory database on
Company A. You want to achieve this goal with the minimum amount of impact on your company\\'s trading partners
and your IT department. 

What should you do? 

A. Ensure that each of your company\\'s trading partners uses unique key values for manufacturing part numbers. Then,
import the text files into the Product table. 
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B. Ensure that each text file is stored in an Extensible Markup Language (XML) file. Use Extensible Stylesheet
Language Transformations (XSLT) to automatically remove duplicates before data is imported into the Product table. 

C. Import the data from each text file into a staging table. Write a query to include a HAVING clause to remove duplicate
values before inserting results into the Product table. 

D. Place a unique index on the Part Num column. 

Correct Answer: C 
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